Abstract River discharges are typically derived from a single-valued stage-discharge relationship. However, there is usually no one-to-one relationship between stage and discharge, and the use of a singlevalued relationship may lead to uncertainties. This paper considers fuzzy set theory-based methods for analysis and propagation of uncertainties. The uncertainty analysis involves the application of fuzzy linear and nonlinear regression methods to define upper and lower bounds of the relationship, which expresses discharge values as fuzzy numbers. The resulting membership function of a peak discharge value is used for propagation of uncertainties in river channels and flood plains. This involves an application of the fuzzy alpha-level cut method together with a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model. The methods are demonstrated using data from the Lauffen gauging station on the River Neckar, Germany. Mots clefs alpha-coupe; principe d'extension; nombre flou; modèle hydrodynamique; analyse de régression floue; relation hauteur-débit; incertitude
INTRODUCTION
Accurate estimation of discharge in rivers is essential for hydrological and hydraulic analyses. Since discharge measurements are time-consuming and expensive, most discharge records are derived from a functional relationship between stage and discharge Q(y), referred to as a stage-discharge or rating curve. Typically, the relationship is established by statistical regression analysis from discharge measurements at different stages over a period of time. The relationship between the stage, h i and the corresponding discharge, Q i is often expressed in the forms:
where A, B and C, D represent the parameters of the relationship. It is usual practice to measure the goodness of fit of the relationship using a criterion such as coefficient of determination, R 2 . This can often be very high, giving a false impression that estimated discharges have high precision (Clarke, 1999) . In reality, the stage-discharge relationship may be affected by a number of inherent uncertainties, which may be broadly classified as:
(a) Measurement uncertainty Measurement uncertainties may arise due to inaccuracies in both the stage and discharge measurement methods. As stage can be measured directly, it is usually reasonable to assume that errors in the measurement of stage are small compared to errors in the discharge (Clarke, 1999) . However, discharge values are calculated indirectly from the measurements of flow velocity, depth and cross-section dimensions, and uncertainties may be introduced due to random and instrumentation errors. The current meter is the most universally used instrument for velocity measurement, and the uncertainty associated with the number of verticals used is the largest single uncertainty in discharge measurement by it (Herschy, 1999) . During flood events, discharge measurement is affected by high velocity, and measuring flood discharge whilst ensuring low uncertainty is difficult, even using the standard methods of the International Standards Organization (Herschy, 2002) .
(b) Natural uncertainty Natural uncertainties may arise due to factors such as changes in channel conditions and unsteady flow in the rivers. River cross-sections may change due to processes such as erosion and sedimentation, especially after a flood event. Any change in the channel cross-section or longitudinal profile can have a significant effect on the relationship. On the other hand, due to the unsteady characteristics of the flood wave propagation, the stage-discharge relationship takes a looped form. This phenomenon, also known as hysteresis, is affected by factors such as varying energy gradient and channel roughness (Cunge et al., 1980; Chow et al., 1988) . Both the measurement and the natural uncertainties may lead to a significant scatter in the relationship, and the use of a single-valued curve can cause underestimation and/or overestimation of discharges. The uncertainties might be substantial if only a few discharge measurements are available and a single-valued curve is used for interpolation and extrapolation of discharges. The uncertainties due to incorrect discharges can cause potentially large errors, influencing flood forecasting, statistical estimation of flood flows for design and decisions to promote flood defence schemes (Samuels et al., 2002) .
For river flood prediction such as flood routing and water surface profile calculations, in particular, discharge values are used as upstream boundary conditions. The stage-discharge relationship constitutes a convenient downstream boundary condition for hydrodynamic (HD) models (Cunge et al., 1980) . Therefore, uncertainties in the relationship will propagate into the HD model and affect the reliability of the prediction. It is usual practice to assess the uncertainty of these models in terms of parameter uncertainties, such as the Manning-Strickler coefficient (e.g. Wohl, 1998; Pappenberger et al., 2005) . However, discharge may constitute a dominant source of uncertainty in these models that can seriously undermine their performance.
The appropriateness of establishing the stage-discharge relationship using a simple statistical regression analysis should also be considered carefully. The method usually assumes that all measurements have equal weights and that measurement error is proportional to expected discharge (Petersen-Overleir, 2004) . However, low flows may be affected by large errors as small changes in channel cross-section can cause large differences in the low flow discharges. It is to be noted, too, that many common sources of errors in the stage-discharge relationship are statistically dependent. For example, the river cross-section may be changing continuously over the period of time when the discharge values are being estimated for the establishment of the stage-discharge relationship. For this reason, discharge measurement error and cross-section uncertainty cannot be considered as statistically independent. Such errors cause bias in the regression data and affect the relationship established by regression analysis. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use the traditional (linearized) regression methods to derive the relationship between the stage and the discharge. For the same reason, statistical representation of the uncertainties in terms of confidence intervals based on an independence assumption is also not suitable.
The fuzzy set theory-based method provides an alternative means of treating the uncertainty in a stage-discharge relationship. The method allows integration of information of different quality into the modelling and evaluation process (Schulz & Huwe, 1999) and has been used for the analysis of uncertainties due to lack of knowledge (ElBaroudy & Simonovic, 2006) and scarcity of data (Guyonnet et al., 2003) . It is also simpler to treat the stage-discharge relationship in a non-probabilistic framework using fuzzy sets, as uncertainties and imprecision are explicitly represented by vaguely defined boundaries and no assumptions on error dependencies have to be made The aim of this paper is to demonstrate an application of fuzzy set theory-based methods for the analysis and propagation of uncertainties due to a scattered stage-discharge relationship. The fuzzy regression approach, based on the fuzzy set theory, is used for the representation of uncertainties in the relationship. The paper further investigates the application of the fuzzy alpha-level cut method in combination with an HD model for the propagation of uncertainties in a river channel and flood plains.
PRINCIPLES OF FUZZY REGRESSION
Statistical regression is a widely-used method for developing a relationship between the dependent and the independent variables of a data set. However, when there is no unique one-to-one relationship between the variables, it is more appropriate to define the relationship in terms of credible bands of upper and lower scenarios. The fuzzy regression analysis can deal with such a problem by expressing the regression parameters as fuzzy numbers; that is, numbers which belong to a certain set with specific grades of membership. The spread of membership function of the fuzzy numbers can be evaluated with a constraint that the dependent variables should have a minimum level of membership. This leads to an optimization problem, in which the objective function may be evaluated in terms of minimal uncertainty using several criteria, such as the maximum vagueness, the average vagueness and the prediction vagueness . Some of the examples of fuzzy regression analysis include the dose-response relationship (Bárdossy et al., 1993; Lee et al., 2001) and linear fuzzy conceptual rainfall-runoff processes (Özelkan & Duckstein, 2000) .
The fuzzy regression analysis is based on the extension principle (Zadeh, 1965) , which provides a general framework for extending crisp mathematical operations in
order to deal with fuzzy sets. A basic tool for the fuzzy regression is the L-R (leftright) representation of a fuzzy number (Dubois & Prade, 1980) , which can be defined on a fuzzy set, as shown in Fig. 1 , if the membership function of x is calculated as:
where m is the central value and α and β are the left and right spreads, respectively. The terms L and R are left and right references, which can be taken as continuous, strictly decreasing functions defined in the interval [0, 1] for the argument z:
The L-R fuzzy number may be written as
, which consists of three parameters m, α and β and two functions L and R. The credibility factor and the reference point provide two additional parameters for the fuzzy regression analysis. The selection of these parameters is discussed in detail in Bárdossy et al. (1990) . In general, the credibility factor is used to extend the left and right spreads of the membership functions to take into account the out-of-sample points, which are not included in the available regression data. By specifying the credibility H at a certain level between 0 and 1, the spread of the membership function and, hence, the fuzziness of the regression variables, can be controlled. A lower value of H (e.g. 0.4) should be selected when the regression variables are imprecise and a higher value (e.g. 0.8) should be selected when they are more precise. Considering the credibility level H leads to the following fuzzy condition for L-R fuzzy number, which is described in Bárdossy (1990) :
The spread of the membership function also depends upon the reference point corresponding to which fuzzy regression analysis is performed, as the spread of the uncertainty bands increases beyond the reference points. For example, the spread of the regression curves will be higher in a higher data region if a reference point is chosen in a lower data region, and vice versa. Depending upon the regression data, one or more reference points may be used, where the regression is believed to be the most accurate. The reference point should be selected in the region where the regression is supposed to be the crispest, which may be the average or maximum of the variables, or in any way fitting the context of the problem . In the context of the fuzzy regression analysis of the stage-discharge relationship, the selection of an appropriate reference point provides a basis for representing higher uncertainties in low and high flows.
FUZZY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP
For fuzzy regression analysis of the stage-discharge relationship, stage values can be assumed as crisp and discharge as fuzzy numbers. The analysis can be undertaken using either the logarithmic relationship (equation (1a)), or the power relationship (equation (1b)). The former leads to a linear fuzzy regression model and the latter to a nonlinear fuzzy regression model.
Linear fuzzy regression model
The linear fuzzy regression analysis model can be formulated by considering the crisp parameters A and B of equation (1a) (5) is an oversimplification. It is more appropriate to express the relationship in the form of two or more instances of equation (5) for different stage and discharge ranges. For example, considering two instances for low and high flows meeting at the boundary point h bound leads to the following equations:
The fuzzy numbers A j * and B j * each consist of the parameters m j , α i and β i . The mathematical formulation of the linear fuzzy regression model can be obtained from equations (6a)-(6c) and the L-R fuzzy condition (equation (4)). Considering the reference points at h ref1 and h ref2 for low and high flows, respectively, the following system of equations can be obtained: log log log log 
Nonlinear fuzzy regression model
The formulation of the nonlinear fuzzy regression model is based on the compound curve power relationships (equations (1b)) and the L-R fuzzy condition (equation (4)).
For the reference points, h ref1 and h ref2 corresponding to low and high flows respectively, the following system of equations can be obtained: 
Fuzzy regression model fitting
The fuzzy regression models can be fitted by minimizing vagueness criteria of the uncertain parameters. The maximum parameter vagueness, V is one such criterion, given by the spread of the membership functions α j and β j :
Both the linear and the nonlinear formulations lead to a multi-objective optimization problem with constraints. In the case of the linear fuzzy regression model, equations (7a)-(7c) provide the constraints, and the vagueness parameter, V, defined by equation (9) provides the objective function, which needs to be minimized. Similarly, for the nonlinear fuzzy regression model, equations (8a)-(8c) provide the constraints and equation (9) provides the objective function.
UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION USING ALPHA-LEVEL CUT
The fuzzy set theory also provides a framework for the propagation of uncertainties. The uncertainties in the stage-discharge relationship represented by membership functions of discharge values obtained from fuzzy regression analysis can be used for the propagation of uncertainties, such as water-level simulation using HD models. As the discharges are represented by fuzzy numbers, the uncertainties in the water-level simulations from an HD model can also be represented by fuzzy numbers. The extension principle-based fuzzy alpha-level (α-level) cut provides a suitable method for resolving fuzzy numbers into crisp numbers, which can be used as input variables for the propagation of uncertainties. Some recent applications of the fuzzy alpha-level cut method include parameter uncertainty of water transport in a layered soil profile (Schulz & Huwe, 1999) , and precipitation uncertainty in a deterministic rainfall-runoff model (Maskey et al., 2004) .
An example of fuzzy number with α-level cut and its support is shown in Fig. 2 . Let an α-level cut intersect the membership function of a fuzzy number at two points x 1 and x 2 (x 1 , x 2 , ∈ X). Then, the set A contains all possible values of the variable X, including and between x 1 and x 2 , which are referred to as the lower and upper bounds of the α-level cut.
The uncertainty propagation using the α-level cut involves model simulations at finite numbers of α-levels (between 0 and 1) of the input membership function. The model outputs can be used to determine the maximum and minimum values of the output corresponding to an α-level, and the membership function for the output can be constructed. When the output variables of the model increase or decrease strictly monotonically with increase or decrease in input variables, the lower and upper bounds of the α-level cut of the input variables also give the lower and upper bounds of the output variables. This simplifies the uncertainty propagation, as two simulations are sufficient for each α-level. However, in the absence of strict monotonicity, the fuzzy α-level cut needs to be combined with optimization methods, such as the genetic algorithm (e.g. Maskey et al., 2004) , for the determination of the maximum and minimum values of the model outputs.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Analysis of uncertainties
The stage and discharge time series data at 15 min intervals were obtained from the Lauffen gauging station on the River Neckar in southwestern Germany (Fig. 3) . The rating curve from the Lauffen gauging station is considered unreliable and the discharge time series obtained is actually based on discharges from the gauging stations at Bessigheim and the tributary Enz, both located about 12 km upstream. The discharges for Bessigheim and Enz are based on rating-curve derivations. Hence, the discharge values obtained for the Lauffen gauging station are affected by uncertainties due to: (a) rating-curve conversion in the upstream stations, and (b) derivation of discharge values based on the upstream stations. When the stage and discharge time series data are plotted against one another, a highly scattered relationship is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4 . Both linear and nonlinear fuzzy regression analyses were performed to quantify the uncertainties due to the scattered relationship for Lauffen gauging station. The 1988 and 1993 data were used for the analyses, and the 1998 data for validation. For simplicity, a symmetrical triangular L-R fuzzy number was chosen, such that L(x) = R(x) = 1 -x and α j = β j . This reduces the maximum vagueness of the model to four parameters: α 1 , α 2 , α 3 and α 4, two each for the low and high flows, which need to be minimized. As the discharge values are imprecise, a relatively low credibility level of H = 0.5 was selected for the analyses. The boundary stage value between the low and high flows was chosen as h bound = 450 cm. A single reference point was specified at the same boundary point: h ref1 = h ref2 = 450 cm. The selected reference point is approximately at the average of stages, which helps in controlling the spread of the regression curves at both the higher and lower discharges. The fuzzy regression optimizations were performed using the sequential quadratic programming method, based on the procedures of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox (The MathWorks Inc., 2004).
Propagation of uncertainties
A one-dimensional HD model was set up for the propagation of uncertainties using the CARIMA modelling system from SOGREAH (Cunge et al., 1980) . CARIMA is a generalised HD numerical modelling system based on the full one-dimensional Saint Venant equations. These equations are discretized using the finite difference method and solved using a Preismann implicit method.
The modelled river section consisted of about 6 km of river reach from the Lauffen Weir to the Horkheim Weir immediately downstream of the Lauffen gauging station (Fig. 3) , with cross-sections at 100 m intervals. The river section was further extended to the Heilbronn Weir, about 7 km downstream, so that the downstream boundary condition does not influence water level simulations in the Horkheim sub-reach. Discharge values were used as the upstream boundary condition and water level values were used as the downstream boundary condition. The model was calibrated by adjusting the Manning-Strickler coefficient using observed flood water levels from the 1993 flood event.
The uncertainty propagation consisted of steady flow simulations using the α-level cut of discharge membership function obtained from the nonlinear fuzzy regression analysis corresponding to the stage of 648 cm. The α-level cuts were applied at 11 different levels, at intervals of 0.1 between the membership levels [0-1]. The discharge values corresponding to the lower and the upper bound discharges from the α-level cuts were used as the upstream boundary conditions of the HD model. The corresponding membership functions of the water levels in the river reach were derived from the HD model simulations. In the steady flow simulation, the water level in a river reach increases or decreases monotonically with increase or decrease in discharge. This simplifies the application of the α-level cut method such that the discharge values corresponding to the lower and upper bounds in an α-level cut also give the corresponding lower and upper water-level bounds. Other sources of uncertainties, such as model and parameter uncertainties in the HD model, were not considered in this study.
The resulting water levels were used in combination with geographical information systems (GIS) for depiction of uncertainties in inundation areas. The method consisted of spatial projection and interpolation of water levels from the HD model into flood plains. For this purpose, a digital terrain model from high resolution LiDAR (Laser induced Detection and Ranging) measurements of 1.0 m horizontal resolution was used.
The propagation of uncertainties due to the stage-discharge relationship can also be performed using the unsteady flow simulation. In this case, the methodology will involve the use of uncertainty bound curves obtained from the fuzzy regression analysis, instead of α-level cuts of discharges. The uncertainty bound curves at different membership levels can be used to convert the upstream stage hydrographs into discharge hydrographs. These different discharge hydrographs can be used as the upstream boundary conditions in the HD model, and downstream water-level hydrographs at different membership levels can be simulated. In the present study, since the continuous water levels at the downstream boundary required for the unsteady flow simulation are not available for the modelled river reach, only the steady flow simulations were performed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of uncertainties
The results of both the linear and nonlinear fuzzy regression analyses produced uncertainty curves bounding regression data for 1988 and 1993, as shown in Figs 5 and 6. The uncertainty bound curves at different membership levels represent the degree of belonging of discharge values with reference to any measured stage. The closer the membership level is to 1, the higher is the degree of belonging. The spread of the fuzzy regression curves and, hence, the degree of belonging of the regression curves, depends upon the credibility factor used during the regression. In this study, a credibility factor of 0.5 was taken for the both the linear and nonlinear analyses. Hence, the uncertainty bound curves within the 0.5(L) and 0.5(R) membership levels represent the uncertainty ranges for the available regression data sets. The curves between 0.0(L) and 0.5(L), and 0.0(R) and 0.5(R) represent the uncertainty ranges for out-of-sample points. Therefore, the uncertainty bound curves give a plausible representation of uncertainties in the relationship at different membership levels. In this study, the validation data set from 1998 is used for the assessment of uncertainty bound curves. The results show some low flow points are outside 0.5(L) and 0.5(R) curves, but well inside 0.0(L) and 0.0(R) level curves for both the linear and nonlinear regression analyses. The 1998 high flow data are all inside the 0.5 level curves, and the level can be considered as a suitable representation for the propagation of uncertainties for high flows. The selection of appropriate membership level for the uncertainty propagation depends upon the available regression and validation data sets, and the selected credibility level. A low membership level (e.g. 0.3) can be selected when the regression data are imprecise and the validation data sets scatter beyond the selected credibility levels. A relatively higher membership level (e.g. 0.7) can be selected when the regression data are more precise and the validation data sets lie within the selected credibility levels. Therefore, selection of the appropriate membership level requires user judgment.
The membership functions of discharges from the linear and nonlinear regression analyses corresponding to stages of 450 and 648 cm are illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and (b) . Table 1 nonlinear fuzzy regression analyses at membership levels 1, 0.5(L) and 0.5(R). It can be seen that the spread of membership function of discharge from the linear fuzzy regression is slightly higher than that from the nonlinear fuzzy regression. This result is in agreement with the comparison of linear and nonlinear fuzzy regression models by Bárdossy et al. (1993) . The linear fuzzy regression model is based on the transformed relationship (equation (1a)), which also leads to a transformed vagueness criterion in equation (9), that is ultimately minimized. This leads to higher uncertainty in the case of the linear model compared to the nonlinear model, which is based on the untransformed relationship (equation (1b)).
The differences in discharge values due to uncertainties are found to be considerable in both the analyses. It can also be seen that the spread of the membership function of discharge values increases with stage. Therefore, the uncertainties in discharge beyond the observed stage of 648 cm will be even greater. The reference point for the analyses is taken as the average stage value. If it is taken as the minimum of the observed stage values, the spread at higher discharges can be expected to be even higher.
Propagation of uncertainties
The uncertainties in water-surface profile simulation in the Horkheim sub-reach due to uncertainties in the discharge values are shown in Fig 8. The water-surface profiles relate to discharges corresponding to an upstream stage of 648 cm at the Lauffen gauging station for the membership levels 0.5(L), 1.0 and 0.5(R). The uncertainty analysis leads to nonlinear membership functions of the water levels throughout the river sub-reach. An example of the resulting water-level membership function at Horkheim Weir is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the difference in simulated water levels between the 0.5(L) and 0.5(R) membership levels is about 0.5 m, which is a significant value in terms of flood water levels. The difference models of the inundation grids (water surface grid-terrain grid) for a section of the Horkheim sub-reach are depicted in Fig. 10 , which shows a large variation in inundation depths and areas due to the uncertainties in discharge values. The propagation of uncertainties in terms of membership functions of the waterlevel simulation depends upon the membership functions of the corresponding discharges. A higher spread of stage-discharge data leads to a higher spread of the fuzzy regression curves and, hence, a higher spread of the fuzzy membership functions of discharge values. This results in a higher spread of water-level simulations throughout the river reach. Therefore, in such a case, the spread of resulting water-level membership functions, as shown in Fig. 9 , will be even higher. The uncertainties due to the stage-discharge relationship will also magnify downstream of river confluences, where uncertainties in the tributary discharges will accumulate and result in higher uncertainties in the water-level simulation. Hence, the uncertainties in discharge arising from the stage-discharge relationship have a significant effect in simulated water levels and inundation areas. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented fuzzy set theory-based methods for the analysis and propagation of uncertainties due to a stage-discharge relationship. The methodologies have been demonstrated using dense but unreliable data from the Lauffen gauging station on the River Neckar, Germany. However, the methods are independent of data and also applicable for more reliable or limited amounts of stage and discharge data. The uncertainties in the relationship are analysed using fuzzy regression methods, which define the lower and upper bounds of the relationship. The nonlinear fuzzy regression analysis generally produces a lower spread of dependent variable (discharge) compared to the linear fuzzy regression analysis, as the latter uses a transformed relationship, which leads to a transformed vagueness criterion that is ultimately minimized. The resulting membership function of discharge is used for the propagation of uncertainties, using the fuzzy alpha-level cut in combination with a HD model. The results of the study show that the uncertainties in the stage-discharge relationship can have a considerable effect in the estimation of discharge values. The propagation of uncertainties due to the stage-discharge relationship in a HD model show large differences in simulated water levels, which can seriously undermine the performance of the model. It can also be seen that the fuzzy set theory-based methods provide a suitable means of assessing the uncertainty in a non-probabilistic framework. The stage-discharge relationship may be affected by non-independent measurement errors, such as changes in river cross-section during the discharge measurement period. These errors cause bias in the regression data and affect the relationship established by conventional statistical regression. It is simpler to treat the stage-discharge relationship in a non-probabilistic framework using fuzzy sets, as uncertainties and imprecision are represented by vaguely defined boundaries and no assumptions on error dependences have to be made. The fuzzy regression also defines uncertainties in terms of bands of lower and upper scenarios considering the credibility level of data, which is a plausible representation of uncertainty in the relationship. The selection of an appropriate reference point allows the consideration of higher uncertainties in the low and high flows. The results of the fuzzy regression analysis can be used for the propagation of uncertainties using the fuzzy alpha-level cut method, which is especially efficient when relationships between dependent and independent variables are increasing or decreasing monotonically. Hence, the fuzzy set theory-based methods provide an effective means of treating uncertainties in a stage-discharge relationship, which can be easily adapted to assess the uncertainties of other functional relationships.
